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Abstract
The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D3.1 “Initial site-wide
data collection and integration toolkit”, is to provide the initial
release of the unified data collection platform software prototype.
The data collection platform enables the secure retrieval of
heterogeneous data from the various shopfloors of the knowlEdge
pilots and their distribution towards the upper layer components
using a unified data model and a standard messaging technology.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable provides the documentation of the initial release of the knowlEdge unified
data collection platform software prototype, developed in the context of task T3.1.
In the knowlEdge architecture, the data collection platform is the functional element that
mediates between the various shopfloors of the knowlEdge pilots and the upper layer
technical components implementing the logic of the knowlEdge services. It offers common
mechanisms, protocols and data models for the unified retrieval, storage and distribution of
pilot-specific data. In particular, the data collection platform provides an abstraction layer
combined with a number of configurable plugins that enables the interoperability of the
overall knowlEdge system with the different platforms (e.g., IoT gateways, local storages
and databases, control, management, and alarms systems, local data distribution systems,
etc.) available in the factories. The plugins are specialized for the various protocols and data
models adopted on the shopfloors, while the internal abstraction engine provides the
translation towards the unified data model adopted in knowlEdge. The retrieved data are
then made available in real-time into a unified MQTT-based real-time broker (developed in
the context of task T3.3) using a proper tagging that facilitates their filtering and consumption
from the various upper-layer entities. Examples of data consumers are the Data Quality
Assurance component and the local and cloud data storages which will be developed in
tasks T3.2 and T3.3 respectively, but also the upper layer services which will need to
elaborate historical or real-time data in real-time, e.g., for Machine Learning reasoning,
digital twin, etc.
This initial release of the knowlEdge data collection platform provides the core of the
software component, with the mechanisms to coordinate the collection, translation and
publishing of the data into the MQTT broker. Moreover, it includes the first knowlEdge plugin
for the collection of a subset of data from the Parmalat shopfloor, following the related
specification provided from WP8. This release has been validated in a local testbed with an
emulator of the data distribution system currently available in Parmalat and integrated with
the MQTT-broker implemented in task T3.3. The following releases will progressively
introduce additional plugins to interact with the other data sources from the WP8 pilots’
shopfloors, as soon as the related technical specifications are made available. Moreover,
potential improvements in terms of configurability, flexibility and usability of the platform will
be designed and implemented on the basis of the feedback that will be received from the
system integration activities in WP6 and the pilot evaluation activities in WP8.
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0 Introduction
0.1

knowlEdge Project Overview

The knowlEdge project is funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the European
Commission under Grant Agreement 957331 and conducted from January 2021 until
December 2023. The knowlEdge consortium consists of 12 partners from 7 EU countries,
and its solution will be tested and evaluated in 3 manufacturing sectors with a total budget
of circa 6M€. Further information can be found at www.knowlEdge-project.eu
AI is one of the biggest mega-trends towards the 4th industrial revolution. While these
technologies promise business sustainability and product/process quality, it seems that the
ever-changing market demands and the lack of skilled humans, in combination with the
complexity of technologies, raise an urgent need for new suggestions. Suggestions that will
be agile, reusable, distributed, scalable, accountable, secure, standardized and
collaborative.
To break the entry barriers for these technologies and unleash their potential, the knowlEdge
project will develop a new generation of AI methods, systems and data management
infrastructure. This framework will provide means for the secure management of distributed
data and the computational infrastructure to execute the needed analytic algorithms and
redistribute the knowledge towards a knowledge exchange society. To do so, knowlEdge
proposes 6 major innovations in the areas of data management, data analytics and
knowledge management: (i) A set of AI services that allow the usage of edge deployments
as computational and live data infrastructure, an edge continuous learning execution
pipeline; (ii) A digital twin of the shop-floor to test the AI models; (iii) A data management
framework deployed from the edge to the cloud ensuring data quality, privacy and
confidentiality, building a data safe fog continuum; (iv) Human-AI Collaboration and Domain
Knowledge Fusion tools for domain experts to inject their experience into the system to
trigger an automatic discovery of knowledge that allows the system to adapt automatically
to system changes; (v) A set of standardization mechanisms for the exchange of trained AImodels from one context to another; (vi) A knowledge marketplace platform to distribute and
interchange AI trained models.

0.2

Deliverable Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, “D3.1 - Initial site-wide data collection and
integration toolkit”, is to provide the initial release of the knowlEdge data collection platform
software prototype, for the unified retrieval and real-time distribution of heterogeneous data
from the various shopfloors of the knowlEdge pilots. This initial release has been
implemented following the overall knowlEdge architecture design from D2.4 and it will feed
the system integration activities in WP6 and the pilot validation activities in WP8.

0.3

Target Audience

The deliverable “D3.1 - Initial site-wide data collection and integration toolkit” aims
primarily at the developers of the knowlEdge services and applications that will need to
consume the data retrieved from the various shopfloors. Moreover, the deliverable
provides information related to the interfaces and the deployment of the knowlEdge data
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collection platform, as input for the activities of system integrators and pilot technicians in
WP6 and WP8 testing and validation tasks.

0.4

Deliverable Context

This deliverable provides the first output of task T3.1, dedicated to the development of the
knowlEdge data collection platform, with its unified data models and interfaces to enable the
real-time consumption of the heterogeneous data retrieved from the shopfloors of the
various pilots.
The data collection platform is a component of the knowlEdge architecture defined in D2.4
[1] and it has been designed following the user needs and scenario definitions from D2.1 [3]
and the requirements defined in D2.2 [2].

0.5

Document Status

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “PUBLIC”.

0.6

Document Dependencies

This deliverable has no preceding documents. It will have a subsequent iteration at M28 with
the final release of the data collection platform and integration toolkit (deliverable D3.2).

0.7

Glossary and Abbreviations

A definition of common terms related to knowlEdge, as well as a list of abbreviations, is
available at www.knowlEdge-project.eu/glossary

0.8

External Annexes and Supporting Documents

External Material:
•

Snapshots of the VMs used in the deployment of the knowlEdge Data Collection
Platform in the OpenStack-based virtual environment in NXW lab, used for the
functional validation described in section 2.4. The snapshots can be downloaded
from an FTP server, using the following connection details and credentials:
•

Server: mercurio.nextworks.it

•

Port: 9292

•

Username: ftpuser

•

Password: Ga3KQBjXHjpGzcTN

The snapshots of the following VMs are available (see section 2.4 for details):
•

Data Collection Platform: ParmalatDemo111021_DataCollectionPlatform.qcow2

•

MQTT Broker: ParmalatDemo111021_RealTimeBrokering.qcow2

•

Parmalat Dummy Data Producer:
ParmalatDemo111021_ParmalatProducer.qcow2
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0.9

Reading Notes

None

0.10

Document Updates

None
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1

Data Collection Platform in knowlEdge architecture

The Data Collection Platform is the component of the knowlEdge architecture [1] that
enables the collection of heterogeneous data from the different shopfloors of the knowlEdge
pilots. It implements the translation of the information gathered from the various systems
available in the factories into a unified data model used for the communication exchanges
with the knowlEdge applications. The resulting data are then distributed in real-time to the
upper layer components of the knowlEdge system, which act as data consumers.

Figure 1: Position of Data Collection Platform in knowlEdge architecture (from deliverable
D2.4)
As shown in Figure 1, the Data Collection Platform is part of the knowlEdge Data Integration
and Management Layer, which provides the functionalities to enable the seamless
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interoperability of the knowlEdge analytics services and smart decision applications over the
various shopfloors available at the target testbeds. On its southbound interface (SBI), the
Data Collection Platform directly interacts with the various systems deployed at the
shopfloors of each pilot testbed to collect pilot-specific data through a variety of standard or
proprietary protocols. Internally it implements the translation of the data models and the
adaptation from the communication protocols, interfaces and APIs exposed by the pilots’
platforms, e.g., IoT gateways, data storages, control and management systems, alarms
systems, data distribution systems deployed on the local premises. The Data Collection
Platform is typically installed at the edge of the system, i.e., in each factory premise, and
each instance is customized with specialized and configurable plugins in charge of handling
the particular protocols and data models adopted by the local systems of the target
shopfloors.
The collected data are processed through an internal abstraction engine which translates
the original raw information into a set of data and objects with the unified semantic
understandable to the other components of the knowlEdge system. This first level of preprocessed data is then made available for further elaborations and distribution. From the
logical point of view, as shown in Figure 1, the data are initially validated and, where needed,
anonymized to guarantee data quality, security and trustiness. This step is performed
through the Data Quality and Assurance component (under development in task T3.2 and
planned in its first release at M12 with D3.3). The resulting data are then made available to
the other three layers of the knowlEdge architecture for the application-level processing. In
order to facilitate the consumption of the data for different types of processing (e.g., training
of AI models vs. AI inference), the data are both distributed in real-time through a real-time
broker and collected in a data storage service. This approach allows the functional entities
of the knowlEdge AI and Data Analytics, Knowledge Management and Smart Decision
Making layers to read historical data through queries as well as to receive real-time data
following a subscribe/notify pattern. The real-time brokering and data storage service are
under development in task T3.3 and they are planned for their first release at M10 in D3.5.
The knowlEdge Data Integration and Management Layer is typically deployed at the edge
of the system, in the local premises of the factory, with the Data Collection Platform
specifically customized and configured to retrieve the data from the target shopfloor
systems. The placement of the Data Quality and Assurance component at the edge
guarantees that private data are maintained and processed locally, without disclosing
valuable and critical information into the cloud. Once the data has been properly
anonymized, it can be distributed through the broker and the data storage service towards
applications running directly at the edge, but also delivered to the cloud (with suitable filtering
and aggregation strategies) for further processing. Consequently, the deployment of the
real-time broker and data storage service is distributed, with entities running only at the edge
to serve local applications and entities deployed in the cloud to distribute filtered replicas of
the data to centralized cloud applications.
This deliverable provides the first implementation of the knowlEdge Data Collection
Platform, the output of the initial activities performed in task T3.1. The software prototype
has been developed using as baseline some components of the Symphony IoT platform
(ref. section 2.1) and Building Management System (BMS) 1, a commercial product from
Nextworks. This baseline has been extended with additional internal features and
complemented with new plugins to handle the interfaces with the other components of the
1

https://www.nextworks.it/en/markets/building?hsLang=en
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knowlEdge architecture and the target shopfloors. A survey of the state of the art in IoT
platforms has been performed as a preliminary activity at the beginning of the task, in order
to identify best practices, common patterns and most recent trends in the design of IoT
platforms applied to the Industrial IoT and Industry 4.0 context. The results of this survey
allowed us to identify the gaps and the new features to be added to the original Symphony
platform. Key aspects are related to the improvement of the platform modularity to interact
with a variety of shopfloors and handle protocols commonly adopted in the industrial sector,
as well as to the openness and flexibility of the interfaces for configuration and customization
purposes. Finally, the adoption of standard and open approaches to distribute the collected
data in unified formats is fundamental to guarantee an efficient and secure interoperability
with edge- and cloud-based, upper layer applications. In particular, the specific
characteristics and requirements of AI techniques in terms of data consumption has driven
the design of the data distribution and retrieval APIs at the northbound of the Data Collection
Platform.
In terms of roadmap, this initial release of the software includes the core of the Data
Collection Platform, with the mechanisms to coordinate the collection, translation and
publishing of the data into an MQTT-based real-time broker. The messages exchanged on
the broker constitute the new northbound interface of the platform, enabling the
interoperability with the other elements of the knowlEdge Data Integration and Management
Layer (see section 1.1 for further details). At the south-bound interface, this release includes
a plugin for the collection of a subset of data from the Parmalat shopfloor. The plugin has
been implemented on the basis of the preliminary specifications of the interfaces and data
models offered by the Parmalat systems that will be integrated in WP8 pilot. Further plugins
will be introduced in the following intermediate software releases, according to the technical
specification of the shopfloors systems’ interfaces which will be made progressively
available from the design of WP8 pilots. Moreover, potential improvements in terms of
configurability, flexibility and usability of the platform will be designed and implemented on
the basis of the feedback that will be received from the system integration activities in WP6
and the pilot evaluation activities in WP8. The final version of the Data Collection Platform
will be delivered in D3.2, at M28.
The rest of this section provides a summary of the overall functional architecture of the
knowlEdge Data Integration and Management Layer, as designed in WP2. The highlight is
on the mapping with the high-level software architecture of the layer, designed in WP3, to
identify the interfaces and the protocols for the interactions of the Data Collection Platform
with the rest of the system. The following section 2 will be entirely dedicated to the Data
Collection Platform implementation, describing the major concepts of the Symphony
platform, the enhancements and the plugin developed for this release of the knowlEdge
Data Collection Platform, as well as the functional testing performed in a local virtualized
environment deployed in NXW testbed.

1.1

Data Integration and Management Layer

The Data Integration and Management Layer of the knowlEdge system implements all the
functionalities for the collection of heterogeneous data from the shopfloor, their translation
into a common data model, their quality validation, aggregation and anonymization, as well
as their storage and distribution at the edge and cloud level. The resulting data are then
consumed by the knowlEdge applications and services belonging to the upper layers of the
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system, i.e., the AI and Data Analytics Layer, the Knowledge Management Layer and the
Smart Decision Making Layer.

Figure 2 shows the internal software components of the Data Integration and Management
Layer, which is developed as a whole in the context of WP3 activities. The picture highlights
the logical flows of the data from the pilot shopfloors up to the knowlEdge applications, as
well as the communications with the various pilot shopfloors at the southbound and with the
other knowlEdge architectural layers (represented in orange) at the northbound.
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Figure 2: Internal architecture of Data Integration and Management Layer and crosscomponents interactions
Following a bottom-up direction, the heterogeneous data coming from the three pilots’
shopfloors are retrieved at the Data Collection Platform deployed at edge in each factory
(step 1). Examples of source data are MQTT messages related to production procedures,
status and stages exchanged in the Parmalat factory, or information about logistics and
previous or current orders stored in SQL databases within the Parmalat information system
and exposed via REST APIs for external access. At the Data Collection Platform, the data
are pre-processed and translated into a unified format, in terms of protocols and data
models, generating a number of “objects” with a suitable semantic. The objects, together
with their metadata, are then published into an MQTT-based Real-time Broker, i.e., the RealTime Brokering component defined in the knowlEdge architecture in D2.4, (step 2) using
suitable topics. In particular, the topics are used to identify the “level” of published data (in
this case “shopfloors’ data with semantic”) and some high-level categories (e.g., related
pilot, type of data, etc.) which help in the data classification and filtering.
The Data Quality Assurance component, which is subscribed to the Real-Time Broker to
receive all the data with the topic associated with “shopfloors’ data with semantic”, receives
the information originally published from the Data Collection Platform (step 3). Internally, the
Data Quality Assurance performs a number of elaborations to verify and, if needed, improve
the quality of the initial data and to anonymize them for privacy and confidentiality reasons.
The resulting anonymized and validated data are published on the Real-Time Broker with a
different topic (step 4). From here and following the same subscribe/notify pattern, the whole
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set or a subset of data can be distributed to the edge, fog and/or cloud storages (step5).
The knowlEdge applications running at the upper layers can consume the validated data
directly in real-time from the Real-Time Broker, subscribing to the topics they are interested
in, or querying the storages (step 6).
The following subsections provide a brief overview of the Data Integration and Management
Layer components for the sake of completeness. The implementation of the Data Collection
Platform, the object of this deliverable, is described in section 2.

1.1.1 Data Collection Platform
The Data Collection Platform is the module responsible for collecting data from the
shopfloors and making them available in a unified format for the upper layer modules acting
as data consumers. This component has the main purpose of hiding and abstracting all the
details of the different communication protocols, information formats and data collection
approaches adopted at the various shopfloors through a modular data abstraction layer. The
support of new data sources can be configured dynamically in a plug and play manner
through additional dedicated plugins.
At the moment, only a data source related to the Parmalat pilot has been specified in the
project and supported in this version of the Data Collection Platform. This data source is
based on an internal MQTT broker deployed on Parmalat premises, with the knowlEdge
Data Collection Platform acting as consumer of the MQTT messages. In addition, the
Parmalat shopfloor will also support REST APIs for the collection of data stored in internal
SQL databases of their information system. The specification of these APIs is still in progress
at the time of writing. The specific protocols and information models which will be supported
by the other two pilots are also under specification. In summary, the southbound protocols
which will be supported are the following:
•

MQTT with JSON messages formatted according to a proprietary data model (already
integrated for Parmalat pilot)

•

REST API, via HTTP protocols and JSON messages with proprietary data model
(data source still under definition, enabler for Parmalat pilot)

•

At least two further protocols and/or data models for Bonfiglioli and Kautex pilots, with
related data sources still under definition.

As shown in Figure 3, the Data Collection Platform interacts at its southbound with the
various systems of the pilots that act as data sources, consuming their own standard or
proprietary interfaces. On the northbound, it offers two different interfaces for data
distribution and configuration purposes, respectively. The former interface enables the realtime publishing of the data coming from the shopfloors, properly translated, aggregated and
unified, into the MQTT broker. The latter interface is based on REST APIs and enables the
configuration of the Data Collection Platform in terms of southbound plugins (e.g., field
protocols, information models, etc.), northbound interface (e.g., configuration of the target
MQTT-based Real-time Broker) and internal processing (data model transformations, topics
for publishing different categories of data, etc.).
Internally, the Data Collection Platform includes a number of logical functional elements, as
follows:
•

Shopfloor Data Source Reader interface: This module handles the interface
enabling the interaction with the various data sources of the target shopfloors. The
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•
•
•
•
•

interface is based on the set of the field protocols supported by the heterogeneous
systems acting as data producers in knowledge pilots, e.g., internal IoT platforms,
data storages based on SQL databases or time series databases, individual sensors,
etc. The interface is pilot- and system-specific and it depends on the particular
protocols, configurations and data models of each data source.
Data Source Protocol Adapter: This module handles the adaptation to/from the
specific communication protocols adopted by the target data source and extracts the
raw data from the communication messages.
Unified Data Collector: This module is responsible to add a meaningful and unified
semantic to the raw data, potentially with a basic level of aggregation actions.
Data Model Abstractor: This module performs the translation into the unified data
model adopted in the knowledge system, e.g., hiding specific protocol-dependent
fields, and preparing the data in the format expected at the Real-time Broker.
MQTT Data Publisher: This module is responsible to publish the translated data
into the Real-time Broker of the Data Integration and Management Layer using the
MQTT protocol and selecting the proper topics.
Platform Configurator: This module exposes a REST API for the configuration of
all the Data Collection Platform modules. Examples of configurations are: the topic
where the platform publishes the data, the configuration of the platform when a new
data source is been plugged to the system, its protocols and information models, etc.
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Figure 3: Functional architecture of the Data Collection Platform

1.1.2 Data Quality Assurance
The Data Quality Assurance component, which is developed in task 3.2 and will be released
in D3.3, is responsible for checking the condition of data based on factors such as accuracy,
completeness, consistency, reliability. Data quality measure can help user identify errors
and imprecision that need to be solved.
The Data Quality Assurance module provides the technics for ensuring quality and reliability
on the data provided from the shopfloor, received through the Data Collection Platform. The
output of the Data Quality Assurance will be delivered to all the components in the
knowlEdge system through the Real-time Broker. Furthermore, Data Quality Assurance
module will also provide data anonymization and, according to the platform needs and the
data coming from the pilots, data aggregation.
D3.1 Initial site-wide data collection and integration toolkit - Vs: 1.1 - Public
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1.1.2.1 Data Quality
The initial architecture of Data Quality Assurance Framework defined to measure, assess,
and improve the data quality, as well as monitor the data is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Initial Data Quality Management Architecture
In the above figure, the framework is composed of four main components: Operation &
Visualization UI, Data Preprocessing, Data Quality Assessment, and Data Quality
Improvement.
•

Operation & Virtualization UI: It provides the user interface to the data scientists to
define and manage the data requirements, dimension rules for data quality
assessment. Furthermore, it allows to generate the data assessment report and
visualized data in an intuitive way.

•

Data Preprocessing: It does the preprocessing operations to the raw dataset such
as filtering, eliminating duplicates, and formatting, etc.

•

Data Quality Assessment: It validates and measures data quality using the metrics
and algorithms developed from the defined data requirements and dimension rules.

•

Data Quality Improvement: It provides the solutions to improve the data quality
according to the data quality assessment report.

Furthermore, the data aggregation and anonymization blocks will be considered as two
additional services of the Data Quality Assurance Framework. The Data Aggregation will
combine datasets from different data resources. The Data Anonymization will provide the
capability to protect the personal information from the privacy perspective.

1.1.3 Data Management and Storage
The main purpose of the data management and storage functionalities, to be developed in
task 3.3 and released in D3.5, is to provide reliable and available historical and live data
across the factory premises and the knowlEdge cloud. Such functionalities are implemented
by two different components dedicated to data management and distribution, i.e., the Realtime Brokering component (also referred as Real-time Broker in the document) and to data
D3.1 Initial site-wide data collection and integration toolkit - Vs: 1.1 - Public
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storage, i.e., the Historical Data Storage, respectively. The Historical Data Storage is
described in section 1.1.3.1, while the Real-time Brokering component is described in
section 1.1.3.2.
Distributed AI applications and Digital twin frameworks need live data from the site for taking
immediate actions and to provide required notifications to the stakeholders involved. The
consumers of the live data can be running on-site or might be running on a centralized
location. A high-performance pipeline or a broker is needed to deliver the live data to these
services. This should be able to handle very high data rate and should be able to handle the
network failures by providing a caching mechanism and transparent failover.
Historical data is needed for the visualization, data mining and machine learning model
training purposes. There is a need of a storage solution which can address the different
needs of the edge and the cloud services, and which provides a storage to multi-dimensional
data generated by the sensors deployed in the factory premises.
Both the storage and the message broker are expected to be tolerant to faults involving the
node failure and network disconnection.
A dedicated data orchestration or governance solution are needed to overcome the
restrictions imposed by the limited computational capabilities of the edge devices. This
involves dynamic decision on migration, retention and compression of data reflecting the
particular fog and edge infrastructure capabilities as well as the capacity of the network
connection to the cloud. The ideal solution would be to achieve a sort of autonomous system
behaviour which eliminates the need of a dedicated system operator monitoring and tuning
the system manually.
1.1.3.1 Historical Data Storage
Historical Data Storage service is a flexible and scalable storage service targeting both
edge, fog and the cloud. This component will be lightweight storage with limited capacity for
the edge whereas it will be highly scalable storage for the cloud. In addition to the basic
CRUDL APIs, the service also envisioned providing decision support on data migration
across the premises, data compression, data transformation and aggregation.
The storage service running on the Edge location shall store the raw data originally coming
from the Data Collection Platform and distributed with the mediation of the Real-time
Brokering component. The services running on the Edge location can also store the
processed data. The Fog and Cloud deployments of the storage will have raw or processed
data based on the demands of the services using it. Placement of the data in the place
where it is needed increases the throughput and reduces the cost incurred in the transfer of
the data across different locations. This also reduces the migration of confidential and
private data off the premises.
The high-level block diagram of Historical Data Storage service, as defined in D2.4, is shown
in Figure 5. It should be noted that the interfaces represented in the picture are logical ones,
but the actual interaction between the Data Collection Platform (i.e., the Data Integration
and Interoperability block in the picture) and the Historical Data Storage service is
implemented through the mediation of the Real-time Broker.
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Figure 5: High-level block diagram of Historical Data Storage
The internal components of the Historical Data Storage are the following:
•

Metadata Manager is responsible for submitting and retrieval of the historical data
properties. The properties can include the type, information about the source,
aggregation information, retention information and the means to access the actual
data.

•

Data Manager is responsible for storing and retrieval of the historical data. The data
manager is envisioned to have CRUDL APIs. The storage is expected to be
lightweight in the edge location and scalable in the cloud location. This component
depends on the Metadata manager to validate the incoming data against the possible
data types and the data sources.

•

Data Governance Manager configures the Historical Data Storage service to
distribute the data across Edge, Fog and Cloud with the focus on privacy and
confidentiality.

•

Data Orchestrator takes care of migration of the data across multiple locations
based on the needs of the data and based on the configurations provided by the Data
governance manager.
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1.1.3.2 Real-Time Brokering
The Real-Time Brokering takes care of the routing of messages across services between
different components. The component is scalable and fault-tolerant. Like the Historical Data
storage, Real-Time brokering is also expected to work on limited memory and computational
footprints on the edge whereas it needs to be scalable in the cloud.
The Real-Time Brokering provides publish and subscribe interfaces to the clients. The highlevel block diagram of Real-Time Brokering services as introduced in D2.4 service is shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 6: High-level block diagram of Real-Time Brokering
The internal components of the Real-Time Brokering are the following:
•

Message Queue provides the high throughput buffer that stores the published data
and events until they are forwarded to the subscribers

•

Topic and connection management module keeps track of the topics and the
registered publishers and subscribers.

•

Identity and access management verifies the publishers and subscribers and their
access to specific topics.

Applications consuming live data will get access to the data stream over the Real-Time
Brokering and will need to subscribe to the corresponding topic. Access to the time-series
data stored in the Historical Data Storage will be provided over basic CRUDL APIs.
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2 Data Collection Platform implementation
This chapter describes the initial implementation of the Data Collection Platform software
prototype, which has been designed on the basis of the requirements identified in deliverable
D2.2 [2] and the high-level functional architecture reported in section 1.1.1. The Data
Collection Platform has been developed starting from the software of Symphony, a
commercial IoT platform and Building Management System (BMS) developed by NXW. This
baseline, described in section 2.1, has been enhanced internally to improve its flexibility and
modularity and it has been extended with new southbound plugins and northbound
interfaces (NBI) to interact with the other components of the knowlEdge architecture. All the
extensions developed for the initial release of the Data Collection Platform are described in
section 0. In particular, this release focuses on the interaction with the Parmalat shopfloor
for the collection of a subset of data used in pilot #1 and the interaction with the MQTTbased Real-time Broker of the knowlEdge Data Integration and Management Layer. The
system has been validated in a virtual environment installed in NXW testbed, with an
emulator of pilot #1 data sources and an MQTT broker to represent the Real-Time Broker.
This deployment is described in section 0.

2.1

Symphony: The Data Collection Platform software baseline

Symphony is a complete IoT platform and BMS characterized by a modular architecture
(Figure 7) which allows to interact with a variety of hardware devices, IoT sensors or
actuators in a seamless and unified manner. Internally, Symphony integrates a number of
services for notifications, event management, analytics and automated reactions which can
be applied to a variety of applications, like access control, technical systems monitoring,
automation, energy management, etc.

Figure 7: Symphony high-level architecture
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At its southbound, Symphony implements the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL), further
described in section 2.1.1, which has been selected as baseline for the core implementation
of the knowlEdge Data Collection Platform. The HAL integrates protocol-specific plugins to
enable the interconnection with heterogeneous protocol gateways and devices deployed on
field. The “low level” data received from the field are translated into the concept of “plain
objects”, i.e., generalized items expressed in unified format. Such objects are then further
processed on the basis of device-specific information models to generate “objects with
semantics”, that constitute “meaningful” inputs for the applications’ data elaboration.
The following subsections provide the description of the Symphony components which are
adopted in the Data Collection Platform implementation.

2.1.1 Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL)
The Symphony HAL is a software module that primarily abstracts the low-level details of
heterogeneous fieldbus technologies and provides a common interface towards the data
consumers, e.g., the Data Storage or applications for event management, notification
dispatching or analytics.
The Symphony HAL high-level architecture is depicted in Figure 8. Using a set of fields
protocol-specific SBI plugins, the HAL adapts the fieldbus technologies and provides the
necessary logic to manage them accordingly to their respective constraints and
characteristics. If needed, it also performs optimization actions specific for the target field
protocol. For example, it avoids spamming the Konnex bus with too many messages, it
packs contiguous Modbus reads into a single multi-register read, etc. A variety of SBI plugins
are already available in Symphony, including for example Konnex, BACnet, Modbus, REST
plugins. The data collected from the field and translated into a set of objects with unified
format are then distributed towards the upper layer Symphony components through a variety
of NBI plugins. Symphony currently supports CORBA (Common Object Request Broker
Architecture) and REST NBI plugins.
The Symphony HAL is characterized by features that make it particularly suitable for the
implementation of the knowlEdge Data Collection Platform, as follows:
•

On-Demand Runtime Configuration: The HAL gives the possibility to create and
instantiate plugins for new field buses at runtime, using the predefined set of SBI
plugins already available in Symphony. The support of new protocols requires the
development of a dedicated SBI plugin that can be easily integrated into the HAL
structure.

•

Data Model Interoperability: The HAL gives the possibility to configure the
information models supported by new sensors or data sources plugged into HAL,
enabling a flexible adaptation to different kinds of devices.

•

Sensor’s Digital Twin Configuration: Once a fieldbus has been configured, it is
possible to configure and instantiate multiple objects controlled through the same
fieldbus. These objects represent a sort of “digital twin” of some physical objects, i.e.,
they can store the status of the object and run some commands on the physical one
(through the driver implemented by the fieldbus plugin).
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Figure 8: Architecture of Symphony Hardware Abstraction Layer

2.1.2 Visualization Application
The Symphony Visualization Application offers a web-based graphical user interface (GUI)
to the system operators. The GUI is fully customizable, giving the possibility to select the
type of data to be visualized on the dashboards, their filtering criteria and the format of the
graphs. In knowlEdge, the Visualization Application can be used as a local dashboard to
facilitate the inspection of the data originally collected from the pilots’ shopfloors.
Symphony also offers a GUI for the configuration of the system, e.g., to create new SBI
plugins and activate the collection of data from new data sources. The interaction between
the GUI and the system backend is based on the REST APIs.

2.1.3 Data Storage
Symphony Data Storage offers aggregation, rate limiting and sub-sampling, configurable
data retention policies and synchronization across multiple instances deployed in edge and
cloud environments. Symphony Data Storage is designed to handle large amounts of data
and provides high availability with no single point of failure. Internally, it supports various
databases like PostgreSQL, Apache Cassandra and ElasticSearch as backend. Moreover,
it is integrated with a Grafana-based dashboard for data visualization, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Symphony dashboard integrated with internal Data Storage

2.2

Symphony extensions for knowlEdge Data Collection
Platform

This section describes the extensions that have been implemented in Symphony for the
initial release of the Data Collection Platform. It should be noted that this version provides
support for the data sources defined in pilot #1, i.e., based on an internal MQTT broker
responsible for the exchange of data among the systems of the Parmalat factories, while
additional SBI plugins to interact with the other pilots’ shopfloors will be integrated in
following releases.

2.2.1 Enhanced HAL
The Symphony HAL has been improved to fulfil the requirements of the knowlEdge pilots
and scenarios, in terms of variety of data sources, protocols and information models adopted
at the shopfloors. A new Information Flow Engine has been implemented to provide a
more flexible way to define and handle the diverse information models. The payload format
of input and output messages is now fully configurable and the HAL embeds a flexible
translation mechanism that can also be configured in terms of transformation rules. The tool
that has been used for this purpose is the jq transformation library, a lightweight and
flexible command-line JSON processor. With jq, it is possible to filter, slice, map and
transform structured data just providing the processor with a string that uniquely represents
the operation to be performed. This approach allows to create plugins for new data sources
with their own information models with a simple configuration action, without the need to
develop new software code.
Moreover, new Configuration REST APIs have been developed to enable the creation of
new HAL NBI plugins. HAL gives the possibility to export the real-time data to the upper
layers (in general, to all the applications that want to consume them) through configurable
NBI plugins. This kind of plugins are able to expose the data using both request-response
patterns (e.g., REST) as well as subscribe-notify ones (e.g., MQTT), as in the knowlEdge
Data Integration and Management Layer.
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2.2.2 New MQTT-based northbound interface for data distribution
The Symphony HAL gives the possibility to define and configure the NBI that aims to expose
the processed data fetched from the shopfloor. The default HAL NBI, originally available in
Symphony, is based on the CORBA framework and it is used for the communication
between the Symphony HAL and the rest of the platform. The need to export the real-time
data to external modules has driven to develop a new MQTT-based NBI. Following the same
approach adopted at the SBI, the HAL NBI has become a plugin-based interface where it is
possible to develop and integrate new specific NBI plugin to export data towards external
entities following different protocols and technologies.
This release of the Data Collection Platform integrates the new MQTT NBI plugin that
mediates the interaction with the knowlEdge Real-time Broker. Data are published following
the unified information model that guarantees the interoperability with the other knowlEdge
components.
In particular, the format of the topic adopted to exchange messages on the Real-time Broker
is the following:
TOPIC: <sourceType>/<sourceID>/<infoType>/<dataType>/<dataItemID>
Where:
•
•
•

•
•

sourceType: it depends on the element that is publishing the data and the type of
published data. For all the data published by the Data Collection Platform this field is
set to shopfloor;
sourceID: unique id assigned to the original data source on the shopfloors (e.g.,
parmalat-01);
infoType: represents the type of the measurement, e.g., for the raw measurements
it will be rawData, after the data quality assessment stage it will be verifiedData. For
the data published by the Data Collection Platform, this field is always set to
“rawData”.
dataType: indicates whether the original measurement collected from the shopfloor
is a real-time flow data (flowMeasurement) or a historical data
(historicalMeasurement).
dataItemID: unique id of the data item. For example, in the case of data collected
from the Parmalat MQTT-based data source it will be a replica of the input topic.

Currently, since the details of most Use Cases are still to be analysed, just a first draft of the
northbound Data Model is specified in this release and it will be updated and extended once
the complete definition of the various knowlEdge data sources is available. The data will be
exported using the following payload, defined on the basis of the knowlEdge requirements.
Potential adaptations to standard information models or further extensions in terms of
parameters and attributes will be discussed during the next months, on the basis of the
feedback that will be received by the knowlEdge applications developers.
{
"timestamp":"<Timestamp of msg reception>",
"originalTimestamp":"<Original timestamp in message payload
(optional)>",
"sourceType":"<same as in topic specs>",
"sourceID":"<same as in topic specs>",
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"infoType":"<same as in topic specs>",
"dataType":"<same as in topic specs>",
"dataItemID":"<same as in topic specs>",
"metricTypeID":"<Unique ID of the metric type, identifies how
the metricValue should be interpreted>",
"metricValue":"<Value>",
"measureUnit":"<Measure Unit related to the Value (OPT)>"
}

2.2.3 New HAL SBI plugin for Parmalat shopfloor
The Parmalat shopfloor, in the context of the Use Case on Collecchio site for the scenarios
on “Production scheduling”, “Monitoring the production”, and “Real-time adjustments of the
production process” (see D2.1 [3] for further information), exposes an MQTT-based data
source through a real-time broker internal to the Parmalat system that distributes the
messages over the network in the company premises.
A new SBI MQTT plugin has been developed for collecting the data from the Parmalat
message broker, following the specification provided by Parmalat itself about the topics and
message payload formats and structures (an example of message and payload is reported
in section 2.4. The major features of this fieldbus plugin are:
•

On-Demand creation and configuration: Since the plugin is an implementation of
the base Symphony HAL plugin, it can be dynamically instantiated and (re-)
configured through REST API calls, as defined in section 2.2.4.

•

Configurable Information Model: As mentioned before, Symphony has its own
internal information model to define the digital objects. To enable the interoperability
between the platform and the external data sources, the information flow engine
described above is capable to adapt the information model of the original data item
to the Symphony internal one.

•

Reliability and Fault Tolerance: The MQTT Symphony SBI plugin implements some
mechanisms to ensure reliability and fault tolerance through automated
retransmission mechanisms and recovery from disconnections.

2.2.4 New REST APIs for HAL SBI and NBI plugins configuration
The Symphony REST APIs have been enhanced to enable the configuration of the new SBI
and NBI plugins defined in knowlEdge.
SBI Plugin
URL resource: /plugin
GET
Return the configuration of all the SBI plugins.
POST
Create a new SBI plugin.
Payload:
{
"name": <Plugin Name>,
"class": <Plugin Class>,
"enabled": true,
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"config": {
<Plugin Specific Configuration>
}
}
URL resource: /plugin/< Plugin Name >
GET
Return the configuration of the specific SBI plugin <Pugin Name>
DELETE
Delete the SBI plugin <Pugin Name>
PUT
Modify the configuration of the specific SBI plugin <Pugin Name>
Payload:
{
"enabled": true,
"config": {
<Plugin Specific Configuration>
}
}

NBI Plugin
URL resource: /plugin
GET
Return the configuration of all the NBI plugins.
POST
Create a new NBI plugin.
Payload:
{
"name": <Plugin Name>,
"class": <Plugin Class>,
"enabled": true,
"config": {
<Plugin Specific Configuration>
}
}
URL resource: /plugin/< Plugin Name >
GET
Return the configuration of the specific NBI plugin <Pugin Name>
DELETE
Delete the NBI plugin <Pugin Name>
PUT
Modify the configuration of the specific NBI plugin <Pugin Name>
Payload:
{
"enabled": true,
"config": {
<Plugin Specific Configuration>
}
}
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Digital object corresponding to a data source type (as internally modelled and cached
in Symphony HAL)
URL resource: /datapoint
GET
Return the configuration of all the digital objects.
POST
Create a new digital object.
Payload:
{
"id":"<HAL_OBJ_ID>",
"type":"YASSensor",
"plugin":"<SBI_PLUGIN_NAME>",
"config": {
<Datapoint Specific Configuration>
}
}
URL resource: /datapoint/<HAL_OBJ_ID>
GET
Return the configuration of the specific digital object <HAL_OBJ_ID>
DELETE
Delete the digital object <HAL_OBJ_ID>
PUT
Modify the configuration of the specific digital object <HAL_OBJ_ID>
Payload:
{
"config": {
<Datapoint Specific Configuration>
}
}

2.3

Guidelines for configuration of new SBI plugins

The configuration of a new SBI plugin on the Data Collection Platform can be performed
using the REST API of the Symphony HAL. The following releases will introduce a GUI to
simplify the configuration process for the system administrators.
The configuration consists of three steps, as follows.
Step 1. Creation of a new SBI Plugin. This step defines the type and the parameters of
the low-level driver that allows to interconnect the Data Collection Platform to the external
data source. In the case of the MQTT SBI HAL Plugin developed for the Parmalat pilot, the
configuration is performed through the following message template:
POST http://<data-collection-platform-ipaddress>:5100/api/v1/plugin
{
"name":"SBI_KnowlEdge_Parmalat",
"class":"mqtt_amqp",
"enabled":true,
"config":{
"port":"<MQTT_BROKER_PORT>",
"host":"<MQTT_BROKER_IP>",
"user":"<MQTT_BROKER_USERNAME>",
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"password":"<MQTT_BROKER_PASSWORD>",
"max_retries":3,
"recover_timeout":180,
"bus_jq_transformation":"<SBI_JQ_TRANSFORMATION>",
"interval":2,
"cache_time":60,
"has_watch":1,
"topics":"<MQTT_TOPICS>",
"timeout":5,
"topic_in_payload":true
}
}
Where the fields have the following meaning:
• Name: a custom name of the plugin;
• Class: the id of the fieldbus implementation (mqtt_amqp in this case);
• Enabled: used to turn on/off the plugin at runtime;
• Config: contains the MQTT plugin configuration. The relevant parameters are the
following:
o Port/host/user/password/topic: configuration parameters to connect to the
MQTT broker;
o bus_jq_transformation: string representing the JQ transformation to be
applied to the received messages;
o topic_in_payload: if true, the MQTT topic will be added in the payload as
soon as the message has been received. This feature is useful when the
information contained in the payload has to be processed.
All the other fields are related to the configuration of the CORBA interface that exchanges
information (both configuration and data) from the Symphony HAL to the other Symphony
modules and they are not relevant for the knowlEdge Data Collection Platform.
Step 2. Creation of a new NBI Plugin. This step configures the NBI Plugin for the
communication between the Data Collection Platform and the MQTT-based Real-Time
Broker, enabling the data distribution towards the rest of the knowlEdge system. This step
is required only if the NBI plugin is not yet created.
POST http://<symphony-ip-address>: 5100/api/v1/nbi
{
"name":" NBI_KnowlEdge",
"class":"mqtt_amqp",
"enabled":true,
"config":{
"port":"<MQTT_BROKER_PORT>",
"host":"<MQTT_BROKER_IP>",
"user":"<MQTT_BROKER_USERNAME>",
"password":"<MQTT_BROKER_PASSWORD>"
}
}
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Where the MQTT configurations are related to the knowlEdge MQTT-based Real-time
Broker.
Step 3. Creation of the digital object corresponding to the data source type. Once both
the SBI and NBI plugins have been defined, the last step is to create the digital object with
semantic associated with the specific type of data source and to bind it to the plugins already
defined. In details:
a. The objects should be bound to the SBI Plugin created in step 1. in order to be
correctly updated once the plugin receives updates relative to them.
b. The objects should be bound to the NBI Plugin defined in step 2. to identify the NBI
Plugin to be used for publishing their updates to the upper layer applications.
A typical template for the configuration of these objects is the following.
POST http://<symphony-ip-address>: 5100/api/v1/datapoint
{
"id":"<HAL_OBJ_ID>",
"type":"YASSensor",
"plugin":"<SBI_PLUGIN_NAME>",
"config":{
"oid":"<SBI_OBJ_ID>",
"description":"<OBJ_DESCTIPTION>",
"NBI_plugin":"<NBI_PLUGIN_NAME>",
"NBI_topic":"<NBI_TOPIC>",
"nbi_jq_transformation":"<NBI_JQ_TRANSFORMATION>",
"sbi_jq_transformation":"<SBI_JQ_TRANSFORMATION>"
}
}
Where:
• Id: Unique ID assigned to the object when it is created;
• Type: Not relevant for the Data Collection Platform, must be set to “YASSensor”;
• Plugin: Name of the SBI Plugin where the object must be bound;
• Config: Configuration of the object:
o Oid: This oid is used by the SBI plugin to correctly route the messages coming
from the sensor to the relative digital object.
o NBI_Plugin: Name of the NBI plugin where the object must be bound.
o NBI_Topic: MQTT topic where the NBI plugin will post the object updates.
o Nbi_jq_transformation/sbi_jq_transformation: It is possible to transform
and filter the MQTT payload before or after (i.e., before the NBI post) being
stored in the digital object cache with the additional metadata required to
express the object semantic in unified format.

2.4

Data Collection Platform deployment and validation in lab

The first release of the Data Collection Platform consists of three Virtual Machines (VM)
which need to be interconnected through a dedicated IP network. Access to public Internet
is required at the first configuration and activation of the associated licenses to be provided
by Nextworks.
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The deployment information provided in the following refer to functional validation
environment set up at NXW lab, where the Data Collection Platform, an emulator of the
Parmalat pilot data source and the MQTT-based Real-Time Broker have been deployed and
tested. The sizing of the various VMs is specified in Table 1.
VM

IP address

vCPU

RAM

Disk size

Data Collection Platform

10.30.8.26

6

12 GB

40 GB

MQTT Broker

10.30.8.45

4

4 GB

20 GB

Parmalat Dummy Data Producer

10.30.8.98

1

2 GB

16 GB

Table 1: Data Collection Platform validation environment
The reference scenario for the functional validation is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Scenario for Data Collection Platform functional validation
The emulator of the Parmalat data source is composed of an MQTT broker (indicated as
“internal broker” in the picture) and a dummy producer which publishes data with random
values. The data and the topics follow the information model specified for the MQTT
messages of the distributed monitoring system of the Parmalat shopfloor (see section 2.2.3).
The same instance of the MQTT broker is also used to emulate the Real-time Broker of the
knowlEdge Data Integration and Management Layer.
The Data Collection Platform is configured via REST API to instantiate a new Parmalat SBI
Plugin, following the procedure specified in section 0. Once the plugin is created and
configured, it subscribes to the internal broker representing the data source of the Parmalat
shopfloor. When the dummy producer is activated, it starts to publish data into the internal
broker and, from here, the data is received on the SBI plugin of the HAL and translated into
the internal format of the system. Finally, using the MQTT NBI plugin, the data is published
into the Real-time Broker with the topic and data model defined for the interaction with the
other components of the Data Integration and Management Layer.
The Parmalat Dummy Data Producer periodically publishes data with the topic
“01/10/10.1/10.1.4/TNK/S101/Anag”, where the payload contains information about the
blends that it is possible to find on a certain equipment as follows:
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{
"Timestamp": "2021-04-25T12:00:00Z ",
"DataItems": [
{
"Variable":"pt_N",
"Value":"<ITEM_ID>",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
},
{
"Variable":"pd_N",
"Value":"<ITEM_DESCRIPTION>",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
}
]
}
The Data Collection Platform is configured via REST API, as follows.
Step 1. Creation of a new MQTT SBI plugin configured to interact with the internal broker
on the host with IP address 10.30.8.45 and port 1883 with username and password
“broker_username” and “broker_password”, respectively.
POST http://10.30.8.26:5100/api/v1/plugin
{
"name":"SBI_KnowlEdge_Parmalat",
"class":"mqtt_amqp",
"enabled":true,
"config":{
"port":"1883",
"host": “10.30.8.45”,
"user":"broker_username",
"password":"broker_password",
"max_retries":3,
"recover_timeout":180,
"bus_jq_transformation": “{oid: .topic, Timestamp:
.Timestamp, result: {DataItems: .DataItems}}”,
"interval":2,
"cache_time":60,
"has_watch":1,
"topics":"#",
"timeout":5,
"topic_in_payload":true
}
}
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Step 2. Creation of an MQTT NBI plugin configured to publish on the Real-time Broker. This
simplified setup uses the same broker, on the host with IP address 10.30.8.45 and port 1883
with username and password “broker_username” and “broker_password”, respectively.
POST http://10.30.8.26:5100/api/v1/nbi
{
"name":" NBI_KnowlEdge_Parmalat ",
"class":"mqtt_amqp",
"enabled":true,
"config":{
"port":"1883",
"host":”10.30.8.45",
"user": "broker_username",
"password": "broker_password"
}
}
Step 3. Configuration of the digital “object with semantic” corresponding to the particular
type
of
data
source
value
published
on
the
given
topic
(“01/10/10.1/10.1.4/TNK/S101/Anag”) in the Parmalat shopfloor MQTT broker.
POST http://10.30.8.26:5100/api/v1/datapoint
{
"id": 12345,
"type":"YASSensor",
"plugin": "SBI_KnowlEdge_Parmalat",
"config":{
"oid":"01/10/10_1/10_1_4/TNK/S101/Anag",
"description": "List of blends for equipment ",
"NBI_plugin": " NBI_KnowlEdge_Parmalat",
"NBI_topic": "shopfloor/parmalat-01/RawData/
flowMeasurement/01/10/10_1/10_1_4/TNK/S101/Anag",
“nbi_jq_transformation”: “{sourceID: .oid, sourceType:
"shopfloor", sourceId: "parmalat-01", infoType: “RawData",
dataType: "flowMeasurement", metricTypeID: "ParmalatListOfBlends",
measureUnit: "List", metricValue: {shopfloor_code: (.oid |
split("/")[0]), MacroArea_code: (.oid | split("/")[1]), Area_code:
(.oid | split("/")[2]), Position_code: (.oid | split("/")[3]),
Equipment_type: (.oid | split("/")[4]), Equipment_code: (.oid |
split("/")[5]), Payload_type: (.oid | split("/")[6]),Timestamp:
.Timestamp, DataItems: .result.DataItems}}”
}
}

The SBI jq transformation configured in step 1 defines how the input data should be
translated towards the internal unified data model. In particular:
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•

Data model mapping: The SBI plugin should be able to read and understand the
message received. This is basically done mapping the “topic” field to the “oid” field,
used internally by the platform for extracting the information about the correct digital
object that must handle the message.

•

Extraction of information from the topic: The topic used on the Parmalat data
source contains meaningful information that are mapped by the jq transformation on
the correct fields in the payload.

•

Data filtering: Some useless information in the payload of the incoming messages
are filtered (e.g. the Data Type).

The following example shows how the Data Collection Platform processes and transforms
the message received from the Parmalat data source (INPUT) into the message published
into the Real-time Broker (OUTPUT):
INPUT
TOPIC 01/10/10_1/10_1_4/TNK/S101/Anag
PAYLOAD
{
"Timestamp":"2021-04-25T12:00:00Z",
"DataItems":[
{
"Variable":"pt_1",
"Value":"IT02220001ITA",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
},
{
"Variable":"pd_1",
"Value":"Scremato Nazionale",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
},
{
"Variable":"pt_2",
"Value":"IT02220001UE",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
},
{
"Variable":"pd_2",
"Value":"Scremato Estero",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
}
]
}
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OUTPUT
TOPIC shopfloor/parmalat-01/RawData/flowMeasurement/01/10/10_1/
10_1_4/TNK/S101/Anag
PAYLOAD
{
"sensorID":"01/10/10_1/10_1_4/TNK/S101/Anag",
"sourceType":"shopfloor",
"sourceId":"parmalat-01",
"infoType":”RawData",
"dataType":"flowMeasurement",
"metricName":"ParmalatListOfBlends",
"measureUnit":"List",
"metricValue":{
"shopfloor_code":"01",
"MacroArea_code":"10",
"Area_code":"10_1",
"Position_code":"10_1_4",
"Equipment_type":"TNK",
"Equipment_code":"S101",
"Payload_type":"Anag",
"Timestamp":"2021-04-25T12:00:00Z",
"DataItems":[
{
"Variable":"pt_1",
"Value":"IT02220001ITA",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
},
{
"Variable":"pd_1",
"Value":"Scremato Nazionale",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
},
{
"Variable":"pt_2",
"Value":"IT02220001UE",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
},
{
"Variable":"pd_2",
"Value":"Scremato Estero",
"Type":"S7_STRING",
"QualityCode":"GOOD"
}
]
}
}
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2.5

Symphony licenses in knowlEdge

The Data Collection Platform object code described in this deliverable is largely based on
Symphony proprietary product by Nextworks. Symphony installations are activated by
Nextworks through license schemes that regulate the specific quotas of IoT objects that can
be loaded and managed.
The Data Collection Platform is planned for being installed by Nextworks in the target
shopfloors of the knowlEdge pilots and in the system integration environment. These
installations will be free of charge for all the testing and pilot activities, and the related
licenses will be configured with a validity of up to 12 months after the termination of the
project (in compliant with the boundaries of the Consortium Agreement) and the number of
objects in scope for the three pilots.
Any additional Symphony license should be requested to Nextworks. Fees may apply for all
the uses not in scope of the project activities.
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3 Conclusions and future work
This deliverable has presented the initial release of the knowlEdge Data Collection Platform.
This version provides the core of the platform, with its internal mechanisms for the
management of multiple southbound plugins to collect data from different shopfloors, the
translation of information models and the distribution of the data towards the knowlEdge
Real-time Broker. In terms of interaction with the knowlEdge data sources, this initial version
includes an MQTT plugin for the collection of the data related to the Parmalat pilot on the
management of production scheduling and processes. On the northbound interface, the
Data Collection Platform has been integrated with a preliminary version of the Real-time
Brokering component under implementation in task 3.3.
This release has been functionally validated in a virtual environment in NXW laboratory. The
system integration with the rest of the knowlEdge components will be performed in task T6.5
in the project testbed infrastructure, while the use case driven validation will be performed
in the context of WP8 pilot activities.
The future implementation activities planned for this component include the development of
additional southbound plugins for the interaction with the other data sources that will be
adopted in the three target pilots. At this stage, the specific protocols and data models of
these data sources are still under definition by the pilot owners. As soon as the related
specifications are made available, the new southbound plugins will be implemented and
integrated in the system. Accordingly, a set of intermediate releases of the Data Collection
Platform will be delivered in the project to feed the system integration and pilot activities.
Depending on the data sources available in the pilots and the requirements of the
knowlEdge applications additional internal features or northbound interfaces may be also
introduced. The final release of the Data Collection Platform is planned at M32, with D3.2.
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Annex C: Acronyms
API

Application Programming Interface

BMS

Building Management System

CORBA

Common Object Request Broker Architecture

HAL

Hardware Abstraction Layer

IoT

Internet of Things

MQTT

Message Queue Telemetry Transport

NBI

Northbound Interface

REST

REpresentational State Transfer

SBI

Southbound Interface

VM

Virtual Machine
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